Computer simulations by a Monte Carlo method are carried out for the two-species soft-core model to demonstrate an example of the melting curve maximum phenomena observed in many substances. In this model, atoms are assumed to have one excited internal level in which they have an effective radius smaller than that in the ground level. The atoms interact with each other through a soft-core potential with the inverse power 12. The effective radius of the soft core depends on the radii of relevant atoms.
The melting temperature of Csii with fcc structure reaches a maximum at about 30 kbar and falls down to the triple point where liquid Cs, Csii and Csiii are in equilibrium. The solid-solid transition from Csii to Csiii at around 43 kbar is isomorphic and accompanies the volume discontinuity of 11 percent. This transition is explained as a result of the 6s-5d electronic transition. 2 > A similar example is seen in the phase diagram of Ce. The 4f-5d electronic transition takes place during the isomorphic transition from r-Ce to a-Ce and causes a volume decrease of 14 percent at low temperature. 8 > The isomorphic transition line of Ce terminates at the critical point.
It would be reasonable to think that the same electronic transition which causes a solid-solid transition with a volume change induces a denser liquid at melting and makes the melting curve decrease. Before trying to get more basic understandings in which electrons play an essential role, we investigate the MCM phenomena phenomenologically in a model system in which every constituent atom interacts with each other through an effective pair potential.
In order to explain the appearance of MCM of KN03, Klement 4 > has proposed a two-species model in which the liquid is assumed to consist of two species and the fraction of denser species to increase continuously with increasing pressure. With this model, Rapoport and Kennedy 5 l,Bl have shown the possibility of MCM by applying the theory of regular solutions. Kuramoto and Furukawan have reinterpreted this model in such a way that every constituent atom can take two internal energy levels and the radius of the effective pair potential depends on its internal levels. They have shown that their model can reveal MCM by applying a criterion similar to Ross' criterion of melting. 8 > In these models, a solid-solid transition always occurs at least at zero temperature. Another model proposed by Yoshida and Kamakura9> is such that the pair potential has a certain softness in its repulsive part. However in their model MCM does not always accompany any isomorphic transition.
Considering the close connection between an appearance of MCM and an isomorphic transition, we take a two-species model and attempt to examine its melting curve and some other thermodynamical properties. For this purpose, we simulate this model system by the Monte Carlo method without any approximate theory or calculation in order to inquire a real feature of the two-species model. As an effective pair potential of the two-species model, we adopt a modified soft-core repulsive potential. *J This model, the two-species soft-core model (TSM) is closely related to the so-called soft-core model,J2)~W as stated in the next section. We also simulate the latter model system as a reference system of the former one. Simulations are carried out for the model system consisting of 256 or 32 classical atoms with a periodic cubic boundary.
In § 2 the model and some of its apparent properties are sketched and the *> Being mainly concerned with liquid·solid transitions, where the repulsive potential is supposed to have a dominant effect,''>,"> we do not consider any attractive potential and we use the word fluid as well as liquid without distinction. procedure of determining the melting point and the method of simulation are also described. In § 3 are shown the results of simulation including the phase diagram and are studied some thermodynamic features of the melting transition near the maximum of the melting curve. Section 4 is devoted to summary and remarks.
In the Appendix are presented the results of the re-examination of the soft-core model. § 2. Model and method of simulation
The two-species soft-core model (TSM) In this model every constituent atom has two internal energy levels with the internal energy equal to -e0 in the ground level and to + e0 in the excited level.*)
The pair potential between two atoms, i and j, separated by a distance rij is defined as a soft-core-type potential whose interaction radius depends on their internal levels:
where (Ji is 6'a or (JE according as the atom is in the G-orin theE-level, respectively. We assume A=6'E/6'a<l. The model, TSM, thus defined is almost the same as that of Kuramoto and Furukawan who adopted the arithmetic average of (Ji and (Jj· In the present model we set as n = 12.
In the limits of e0--'>0 and 6'E--"6'a(=6'), the TSM reduces to the soft-core model with the radius 6'=6'a, which has been studied in detail by many authors. 12 )~1 4 ) As is well known, thermodynamical quantities of the soft-core model can be described with a single variable p* = p · t 11 \ where p = N6' 3 / Vis the dimensionless number density, t = kT / e is the dimensionless temperature and N is the number of atoms of the system.**) The dimensionless melting pressure p ( = P6' 3 / e)**) is expressed as Pm = Pm * · t 514 , (2) where Pm * is a constant. 
respectively, where Pt* and Pm * are constants (see also Eqs. (A· 2) and (A· 3)).
Some properties of the phase diagram of TSM can be inferred from its relation to the soft-core model. It is easily seen that at low (high) -density limit the system IS stable when all the atoms are in the G- (E-) soft-core model system with the radius (J 0 ((JE) . Therefore in the low density limit, the melting curve is described by Eqs. (2) and (3) with (J0 in place of (J, while in the high-density limit, it is represented by also Eqs. (2) and (3) but with the constants multiplied by , . 1. -a (see Fig. 1 ). *> Since the melting temperature is considered to be lowered by mixing of atoms with different sizes, the MCM would appear in the intermediate density region. Hereafter, the region where the fraction of excited atoms, fE, can be regarded as zero (unity) will be called the G-region (E-region). The rest of the region will be called the mixing region. 
respectively, where ).=(JE/(]'0, tc=e0/E:. and C12 =12.131880 is the lattice-sum constant of fcc for the inverse power potential of n = 12. Although the experimental data on Csii and Csiii correspond to ,.1.=0.96, we adopt the value ,.1.=0.8 in order to emphasize the characteristic feature of the two-species model. We can put tc = 1 without loss of generality,***> and then we get
Procedure to determine the melting point
We generate a canonical ensemble by a Monte Carlo method and get the *> See the footnote **> on p. 421. **> The possibilities of the super-lattice structure were also examined. An fcc lattice can be divided into four equivalent simple cubic sublattices. A state in which one or two of the sublattices are occupied by atoms in the G-(E-) level and the others by atoms in the E-(G-) level, was found to be metastable. ***> It is shown that the configurational partition function is the function of t · IC-1 and p · "-'''· The atomic configuration at (t, p) when IC=l is similar to that at (t·lCo, p·1Co 11 ') when IC=/Co. The pressure p at (t, p) is also scaled into p·1Co'1' at (t·lCo, p·1Co 11 ').
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compressibility factor PV/ NkT by making use of the virial theorem (see Eq. (9)).
To determine the melting points, we carry out experiments along isotherms for the fluid (f-) and the single occupancy(so-) branches separately after Hoover and Ree. 15 l The single occupancy(so-) cell in which every atom is constrained to remain is taken as the sphere with its center at the fcc lattice point, which contacts with one another. The ratio of the so-cell volume v 0 to the atomic volume
The respective Helmholtz and Gibbs free energies, F and G, are obtained by integrating the pressure as a function of density for fixed temperature: 
where Pm is the melting pressure, and jJ80 or Pt is the pressure of the so-or the £-branch. *l When the G-p curves in one of the branches has a closed loop, that is, the p-v isotherm has a van der Waals loop, an intra-branch transition takes
place unless there appears a more stable state in the other branch. Before carrying out isothermal experiments in each branch, we try to examine the stability of the solid configuration to see some qualitative feature of the melting curve. At some point where p* is between Pm * and Pt* · il.-", the soft-core model system with the radius (J 0 is stable in solid phase and that with (J E is stable in fluid phase. If we follow the TSM system along a constant-p* line (curves c in Fig. 1 ), where p* is between Pm * and Pt* · il.-", the system with solid configuration is stable at low density but must become unstable at some higher density, going into fluid state. We carry out a series of such preliminary experiments for the 32-atom system at some p*'s between Pm *~1. 19 and Pt* · ). -3~2 .3 with the use of the data obtained by Hoover et al. 12 l (see Eq. (A· 3)). The results are as follows: The p-p curves are plotted together with the fraction of excited atoms, fE, in Fig. 2 , and the corresponding t-P curves in Fig. 3 along constant-p* lines. In case of higher values of p*, there appears a pressure drop at the instability point, i.e., say at (t0 , Po), Ps (t0, Po) >Pt (t0 , Po), where Ps or Pt is the pressure of the solid or the fluid. Since the instability point is expected to be close to the corresponding melting point (t0 , Pm), we may get Ps(t0 , Pm) >Pt(t0 , Pm). Finding Pt which satisfies *l Strictly speaking, the melting transition thus derived is not that of the solid, but of the single-occupancy solid. In its thermodynamically stable region, however, the so-branch can be identified with the solid branch (see § 4). Ps (to, Pm) = Pt (to, Pt) = Pm, we will get Pt<Pm and hence expect that the melting curve decreases at this point. The maximum melting temperature of the solid Sa is estimated from Fig. 3 as somewhat less than 0.16.
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Referring to these results, we can choose appropriate values of temperature to make the isothermal experiments. The experiments are carried out for the 32-atom system at t=0.04, 0.10, 0.14 and 0.16 and then for the 256-atom system at t=0.14 and 0.16, mainly in the mixing region of the two species. Besides them, the experiment is also made on the soft-core model system of 256 atoms for the two branches separately (see the Appendix) in order to supplement the PV/ NkT data and the melting curve in the G-or in the E-region.
Method of simulation
The Monte Carlo method used here is basically the standard one devised by Metropolis et al. 16 ' (see also the review of Woodm). We generate a sample of a Markov chain for fixed temperature and volume with a periodic cubic boundary. For the £-branch a fluid configuration is taken as an initial one which is obtained separately. ·For this condition, atoms showed fluid-like diffusion during simulation. For the so-branch, an fcc lattice configuration or the like is used as an initial one. Atoms are always constrained in their own so-cell outside of which an infinite potential is assumed. At the t-th step, the trial position v of atom i in a level a is chosen from the inside of a cubic box of side length 2iJ with its center at the original position /). of atom i. Atom i moves from /). to v according to the probability min(1, exp(-(E/"-E/)/kT)), where E/ or E/" is the total energy of the corresponding configuration in which atom i is at f.J. or v with the level a while all the others remain as they are. *J And then, the internal level of atom i is changed from the level a to the trial one {3 (=/=a) according to the probability min (1, exp (-(Eff,-E~,) / kT)), where v' specifies the position of atom i after the above trial. The transition probability from (f.J., a) to (v, {3) is, then, defined as the product of the both probability. It fulfills the steady state condition though does not the microscopic reversibility condition. This procedure is performed from i = 1 to N during the t-th step. The value of iJ is chosen at each density and temperature so that it leads to a rejection rate of the trial configuration on about forty to fifty percent. m It is about 5 percent of the nearest neighbor lattice distance of an fcc lattice in the simulation for the mixing region.
The time average of a physical quantity, f, is defined as (8) where t0 is the cutoff step to eliminate the effect of the initial configuration and the quantity in the parentheses is the average off at the t' -th step. The compressibility factor is calculated by the formula
where rb is the total potential energy. For the 256-atom system, the total potential is calculated by means of the minimum image distance convention of Wood and Parker 18 J within the force range 40"0 • The contribution to rb from outside of this range can be estimated by lattice summation and is found negligiblly small (less than 0.002 percent) at densities we concerned. For the 32-atom system, we calculate rb with the same range as that for the 256-atom system.
We generate three thousand steps for each simulation and take the cutoff step in the time average as t0 = 1,000. For the soft-core model, from three to ten thousand steps are generated and the initial few thousands steps are disregarded. For the isothermal experiments of the 32-atom system, we generate from a few hundreds to a few thousands steps and in a few cases up to sixty thousand steps.
*J See the review of Wood"l to get the details of the procedure.
II. Ogura, H. Matsuda, T. Ogawa, N. Ogita and A. Ueda § 3. Results of simulation

Equation of state of the fluid and the single occupancy branches
The obtained P-P and fE-P isotherms supplemented by the data of the soft-core model (see the Appendix) are shown in Fig. 4 for the £-branch and in Fig. 5 for the so-branch. For the £-branch, the pressure and the fraction of excited atoms both increase monotonically at the temperatures simulated. Hence, it is concluded that no intra-f-branch transition takes place at any temperature. For the so-branch, the mixing density region is narrower than that of the £-branch at the same temperature. Below a certain temperature, there appears a van der Waals loop, that is, an intra-so-branch transition of first order takes place at lower temperature. This is nothing but the S0 -SE transition which corresponds to that at zero temperature mentioned in § 2. This transition has a critical temperature tc between t = 0.10 and 0.14. fE 1.
1.
1.
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1'vfelting }Joints, phase diagram and AfC1lf
Following the procedure to determine the melting point mentioned in § 2,
we outline the phase diagram of TSM and determine the melting pressure of the 256-atom system at t=0.14 and 0.16 as plotted in Fig. 6 . Along the isotherm t = 0.04, the system shmvs two transitions, from the fluid phase (F) to the solid phase (Sa) in which most of atoms are in the G-level, and from Sa to another solid phase(SE) in which most of atoms are in theE-level. At t-'-"0.10 and 0.14, three transitions occur; the first is from F to Sa, the second from Sa to F and the third from F to SE, and at t = 0.16, only one transition from F to SE takes place. Since the critical temperature t, of the Sa-SE transition of the so-branch is higher than t = 0.10, these facts indicate the existence of the triple point where Two melting points, of Sa at a temperature t below tMcM, the maximum temperature, meet together at t = tMCM· There, the isothermal free energy curves of the f-and the so-branches should contact with each other at some density PMcM, the density at MCM, where the two phases of F and Sa are in equilibrium with the same density. Using this fact we find the free energy curves of the f-and the so-branches which contact with each other, by interpolating the respective free energies linearly: in temperature between t = 0.14 and 0.16, and we can estimate 
The entropy change Js (=(Sf-s.o) INk)*) at melting depends on the relative volume change Jv/vm(=Pm!P£-1) as plotted in Fig. 7 along the melting curve. The value of Js at MCM, where it is equal to the difference of the excess entropies, is got from the linearly interpolated free energies. In the G-and the Eregions, Js tends to the constant which has the same vall).e in both regions due to the scaling properties of the soft-core model.
The radial distribution function
In Figs. 8 and 9 are shown the radial distribution functions, the total and the partial ones, g(r/l) and gafl(r/l), respectively, for the £-branch along t=0.16 isotherm, where l is the nearest neighbor distance of fcc lattice at each density and a and {3 denote G or E. These functions resemble those of the soft-core *> The entropy is calculated as SjNk=SidjNk+ (E'/NkT-F'jNkT), where Sid is the ideal part, F' is obtained from Eq. (6) 
§ 4. Summary and remarks
First, the properties of the present two-species soft-core model are summarized. The mixing of the two species gives rise to a maximum point in the melting temperature as a function of pressure, and causes a solid-solid transition at low temperature. In the fluid phase, no intra-branch transition occurs at any temperature. Even at MCM of the solid Sa, the melting transition is also of first order, accompanying entropy change which comes from the difference of the fraction of the excited atoms in addition to that of the atomic configuration.
It is well known that for many substances the entropy change Lis along their melting curves decreases with increasing pressure. 19 Lis rather decreases with increasing pressure. In view of these, we may conjecture that the observed increase of Lis in Csi might be due to an internal electronic entropy of each atom.*) Since the crystalline structure of Csi is bee and not a close-packed structure as we assumed in our model, one may object that some other mechanisms are also responsible for the increase of Lis in Csi. Therefore, it is highly desirable to observe experimentally for Csii solid whether its As also increases or not with pressure. This will be very useful to clarify the validity of the two-species model for the melting curve maximum phenomena in real substances.
Rapopore) has pointed out that the subsidiary peak of the radial distribution function of liquid Cs obtained by Gingrich and Heaton 22 ) indicates the possible existence of some sort of two species. Since the total and the partial radial distribution functions of the present model have neither a shoulder nor a subsidiary peak besides normal ones, it is difficult to observe whether the system consists of two species or not from the shape of these functions. There are arguments that the subsidiary peak for liquid Cs is due to the high solubility of oxygen in liquid Cs and partly to a termination effect in converting the structure factor.**)
Our result indeed suggests that the subsidiary peak must be attributed not to the two species but to some other origins.
Let us examine how the single occupancy branch describes the solid branch. In order to see the effect of the so-cell in the so-branch, the number of collisions of atoms with the so-cell wall is counted during three thousand steps, i.e., 0.768 million trials. For t=0.14, it is zero both at p=0.75(p=2.11) and at 0.8(2.65), and it is 14 at p=1.4(p=3.90) and zero at 1.5(4.56). For the soft-core model, it is 41 at p* = 1.131, 2 at 1.216 and zero at 1.273. We carry out some additional experiments for the solid branch without so-cell constraint at the calculated melting points and at the estimated MCM of Sa, and find out a good agreement between the pressures with or without constraint. For example, at MCM the experiment gives PMcM = 2.410 and fEMcM = 0.013 while the values obtained in § 3 are 2.410 and 0.014, respectively. These facts indicate that the so-branch can be regarded as the solid branch in its thermodynamically stable regions, i.e., in Sa and in SE phases. We can, therefore, regard the melting curve described in § 3 really as the fluid-solid transition line. Finally, we add a few comments on the present model. First, we have put the inverse power n of the potential as n = 12. Analysis of the soft-core model by Hiwatari and Matsuda 24 ) shows that n is about 5 for simple metals. According to Hoover et al., 25 ) the soft-core model system with small n ( <7) is stable in bee and that with large n is stable in fcc for the solid phase near its melting point.
Since the solids Csii and Csiii are both fcc, n should be larger than 7. At high pressure, the effect of core electrons on the interaction potential may make effective n large. Secondly, if J.(=rJE/rJa) increases up to unity, the volume discontinuity of the solid-solid transition at low temperature will decrease, therefore, at some elevated temperature the solid-solid phase transition may become of second order. Therefore, as a result, the melting curve might resemble that of cerium in shape.
These values are somewhat larger than those obtained by Hoover et al.,!2)
Pro*= 22.56, Pt* = 1.150 and Pm * = 1.194 .
(A·3)
It should be noted that the present result is that for the 256-atom system while theirs is that extrapolated to the infinite system. The difference in the values is due to the difference between our and their free energy curves of the so-branch, as shown in Fig. 11 . This comes from the bank we observed in the P'V/ NkT curve of the so-branch around p* = 1.0 (see Fig. 10 (b) ). 
